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CERTIFICATE OF COMPLIANCE
OF PRODUCTION CONTROL ON-SITE
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N° 0380 - CPR - 11

ln the framework of the EU Regulation N° 305/2011 set forth by the European Parliament
and the Council on 09 March, 2011, which harmonised the conditions to commercialise
construction products and repealed Directive 89/1 06/CEE of the Council, it was established
that for the following product:

ROLPIN BATI- ROLPIN ECO - ROLPIN UTI- ROLPIN ROLAY - ROLPIN
EURO - ROLPIN LARI - ROLPIN FLOOR - ROLPIN SELECT - ROLPIN
"TA" - ROLPIN "TA" rainuré - ROLPIN BETON Faces revêtues: ROLPIN
FILME - ROLPIN CARGO
Product description:
For structural use
Plywood conforming to EN 636-3 for outdoor use
Produced by: NP ROLPIN
Manufactured in the factorv located: 40210 LABOUHEYRE
FCBA, as the notified body W 0380, carried out the initial inspect of the facility and tested
production on site and carried out the audit, assessment and continuous approval of the
on-site production (system 2+).
The present certificate attests that ail provisions concerning the conformity attestation of
the on-site production set forth in the harmonised technical specification of reference NF
EN 13986: 2004 + A1 : 2015 have been applied.
This certificate was issued for the first time on 18/07/2013, and except for withdrawal or
suspension, shall remain valid as long as the conditions described in the harmonised
technical specifications, production conditions on the site and production testing in the
facility shall continue to conform.
The list of valid certificates of conformity can be accessed on the www.fcba.fr site.
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(ln case of litigation, only the French version of the present certificate is the authentic text).
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